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President’s Corner
We started a “Shack Tour”
of willing BARC member’s
radio shacks by visiting Stu
Holzer K8ST, Glenn Rodgers, KE8LZD, and Paul
Sharp’s shacks, on Sunday
15 May 2022. Glenn Rodgers is spearheading this
effort. If you want to visit
other members shacks and
or open your shack for visits, please contact Glenn at ghrodgers@icloud.com.
Jim Dean, W8UD, is conducting the Operating Afternoon, on 5 June. Mark your calendars. He will focus on
VHF operating, for the benefit of the new Hams that
just passed their test and held a practice net, and
demonstrate some of the digital operations (packet
winlink, ft8).
Jim Dean W8UD has started the process to develop the
list of Elmers and has sent an e-mail asking for those
interested to sign up. If you have not yet signed up to
be an Elmer or Technical Consultant, please do so soon.
To see the list please click this BARC Web page link. To
ask for assistance go to the Contact page and submit a
request.
John Westerkamp, W8LRJ, presented a talk on the BARC
and GCARES repeater setup at the KAS site at the General meeting held on 19 May 2022. I think we all
learned a lot, I sure did.

Tink Siwecki, KD8NUA, and Steve, KD8NUC, will be
hosting Movie Night on 4th Thursday of every month.
As usual great food, fellowship, popcorn and movie.
What better way to get brownie points with your
spouse than to take her to a gourmet dinner surrounded by Ham Radio equipment followed by a movie!
Ray Hitt, N8VMX, hosted another planning meeting on
14 May 2022 for Field Day, which is on 25 and 26 June
2022.
At the May planning meeting, we agreed to rearrange
the station to make them more accessible. Basically,
we will move Station #4 to the front of the club house
and then spread out the remaining 3 stations. John
Westerkamp is the coordinator for this move and will
start it after Field Day.
Contest University and Hamvention are in the rear view
mirror, but our ham shacks are full of great ideas and
new equipment. My thanks to our BARC members who
volunteered at Hamvention.
The BARC Net is alive and well. Tune in every Sunday at
8:00 PM on 147.045 for informative and entertaining
discussions. Topics range from Open Mike, to what is on
your workbench, to what new reading material are you
interested in.
Please send Ray Hitt your interesting and informative
articles for the BARC News Letter.

Paul KD8OPN

On Saturday 14 May 2022, BARC had a work party to
clean out the equipment supplies. Some of the equipment was sold to club members, some was trashed, and
the balance was taken to Hamvention for sale. Thanks
to everyone who helped. A special thanks to Jim Totten
WA8HUB, Ray Hitt N8VMX, and Paul Sushereba KE8SZD,
for transporting the equipment to Hamvention and selling what they could!
Jim Totten WA8HUB, our former President, has restarted the famous Lunch Bunch. On Tuesday 10 May we
met at the Cherry House for our inaugural lunch and we
plan to meet at Another Broken Egg for the next one on
Tuesday, May 31.

Happy Flag Day, June 14th
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Whether you’re a long-time BARC member or a
brand new one, young or old, please tell us about
yourself. Here are some simple guidelines, although you’re free to use whatever format you’re
comfortable with.
This page is all about you. It’s your chance to let
BARC members to get to know you better.

Here’s are a few sample questions to help get you
started, but you can write whatever you want.
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2022 BARC Officers and Directors
President: Paul Sharp, KD8OPN
Vice President: vacant
Secretary: Jim Gifford, KD8APT
Treasurer: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ
Senior Director: Jacalyn Parrett, KE8LZE
Junior Director: Don Parker, KB8PSL

Your views are important to BARC
and to Full Quieting
Please make yourself heard at the
club, via email, and on the air...

From the Editor

2022 Coordinators

Greetings,

Clubhouse: Jim Lusk, KC8EFD
Comm Center: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ
Contesting: Ken Gunton, W8ASA
Education: Jim Dean, W8UD
Emerg Preparedness: Roger Parrett, NQ8RP
Field Day: Ray Hitt, N8VMX
Full Quieting Editor: Ray Hitt, N8VMX
Hospitality & Librarian: Natinka Siwecki, KD8NUA
IT: Sean Dickens, K8SPD
Net: Paul Sharp, KD8OPN
Public Service: Don Parker, KB8PSL
QSLs: Roger Hoffman, WB9BXT
Repeater: Russ Roysden, N8NPT
TechNight/Workbench: Trevor Clarke, K8TRC
Webmaster: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ

June’s here, we had a successful Hamvention, and we are
coming down from the glow of a great time at the Greene
County Fairgrounds. Some of you have sent in some great
Hamvention photos that I’ve included in this issue. Many
of you are wanting to sell off some gear after buying some
new items; that’s the cycle of life for ham radio gear!

BARC Net: Every Sunday, 8 PM Local
147.045 (+) (no PL)

[Alt = 443.675]

Directions to BARC Clubhouse and Comm Center
Rooms 1 & 3 Lower Level Sugarcreek Elementary
School

51 S. East Street, Bellbrook (One block east & one
block south from the traffic light in downtown Bellbrook)
Enter at South end of building

Now, BARC is doing our final preparations for Field Day
2022, on June 25-26, at Sackett-Wright Shelter #1. It will
be a return to normal for most of us, with a featured Potluck Saturday late afternoon. We have some fine radios
poised to make contacts during an excellent time for propagation, mainly due to the latest solar cycle emerging out
of the doldrums of years past.

BARC had its first Shack Tour, and we will have another
soon. I missed the first one but will take part in the next.
Please take an opportunity to check out how others are
set up to operate, you may pick up some tips.
We have a great Bio this month from John Sellers,
W8QEO, on the 60th anniversary of his amateur license.
His bio is proof that most hams have a rich interesting
past that’s worth sharing with each other. He’s setting the
bar pretty high here, but don’t let that dissuade you from
sending your story in, we all want to hear from you!
Enjoy!

73, Ray Hitt, N8VMX
(937) 974-6781

THIS IS YOUR BARC JOURNAL
Please send in those snippets and pictures that can
help fill Full Quieting
It only takes a few minutes……
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What’s Up BARC?
Ray Hitt, N8VMX
Announcements regarding any member news including: new equipment, antennas, grandchildren, children, pets, operating news, etc.

Welcome to BARC:
Eric Bramini, KC8OPY (Technician)
https://
www.kindpng.com/

Congratulations to our new Generals!
Tom King, KT8TDK
Joe Menchaca, KE8UUQ
George Sucich, KE8SNS

(Continued on next page)
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What’s Up BARC?
(continued)
{We got this message from George Sucich, KE8SNS—Editor}
Did and didn't go to the Xenia Hamvention. Took the General test at the Presbyterian Church. Think about Times
Square in New York during the summer. Multiply that number by 10 and you get an idea of the crowd on Friday
morning. Traffic into the fairgrounds was at a snail's pace.
There were at least 50 test takers and an army of VE's. The test was easy for me, because I took two on-line courses and 60 practice exams. Got one question wrong. The DARA club prints a certificate of successful completion. I
had passed the General test at age 14, but a lot has changed since then. So now, if you see me, I'm KE8SNS

{Congratulations, George. Great job! Great certificate, too, that’s a nice touch!! - Editor}

(Continued on next page)
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What’s Up BARC?
(continued)
John Westerkamp, W8LRJ, saw this at the Dayton Hamvention:
Remote Ham Radio (RHR) is providing free air time on remote stations for youth operators!
Expand your passion with the magic of amateur radio! As a RHR youth member you will
have UNLIMITED access to a growing dedicated Youth Network of stations. We are hard at
work adding stations so you can spend more time exploring and learning about this wonderful
hobby.
This is a great opportunity for youth operators who may not have access to HF equipment and antennas yet. Remember
that Technician Class operators have voice, CW, and digital (FT8) privileges on 6 and 10 meters and CW privileges on many
other bands. To be a Youth Member of Remote Ham Radio:
•

Must be 25 or younger (Parents/ Guardians Permission)

•

Hold a valid amateur radio license

•

Have a passion to get on the air and work the world!

•

Welcome to join our discord channel to learn from fellow youth member

•

Check out the Remote Ham Radio Youth Network by clicking here.

Gail Fischer, KA8DQK , send BARC this message:
Greetings, I’m trying my best to reach out to as many Greene Co. amateur radio operators as possible. Prior to Covid, my
husband, the former Greene County Sheriff, Gene Fischer and Ron Kramer (DARA) along with a few others, began a Greene
County 4H Ham Radio Club. Needless to say, Covid and then his unexpected death has hampered our growth efforts. We
are looking to attract youth ages 8 ( in the 3rd grade) through 19 to the world of ham radio. If you know any youth, we ask
for your help in getting the word out to your families, friends (from church or in other organizations, teachers, home
schooled kids, etc). I’ve included a brochure for additional information. Thank you for your time. Gail Fischer
{Editor’s Note} After contacting Gail, she provided some additional information
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is a 4-H club so we do have to abide by the 4-H rules/requirements.
Link for 4-H how to join info (Greene County)
4-H Ham Radio Club is open to youth when a child is enrolled in 3rd grade and is at least age 8 as of January 1 of the current year. Ohio 4-H membership ends December 31 of the year in which an individual attains the age of 19.
$10 dues
Crossing county lines info. It is permitted but must be approved by our Greene County Extension 4-H office.
Currently we meeting on the 3rd Monday of the month at the Greene County (Fairground) Extension Office.
Our club has an operational “ham shack”
Current volunteer/leaders are Ron Cramer, Janese Brooks and Gail Fischer. My email is glfischer417@gmail.com
We welcome adults who may want to get involved/volunteer.
— Thank you, Gail Fischer
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Officer, Director, and Coordinator Inputs

•
•
•

BARC has six Officers and Directors and 15 Coordinators
Some have monthly columns, and the rest can use this space to let you know
what they’re doing and what’s happening in their areas of responsibilities.
This space exists because our BARC Membership Survey 2022 suggested the
Membership would like more information on what’s happening in the club.
Feel free to contact them if you have specific requests. All their emails are
listed and hyperlinked.

•

President: Paul Sharp, KD8OPN:

•

Full Quieting Editor: Ray Hitt, N8VMX:

•

Net: Paul Sharp, KD8OPN:

•

Greeter: Glenn Rodgers, KE8LZD: See Page 12

•

Field Day: Ray Hitt, N8VMX:

•

Hospitality & Librarian: Natinka Siwecki, KD8NUA:

•

Secretary, Jim Gifford, KD8APT:

•

Treasurer: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ:

•

Repeaters and Domain Servers: Russ Roysden, N8NPT: Nothing heard.

•

Senior Director: Jacalyn Parrett, KE8LZE : Nothing to report this month.

•

Junior Director: Don Parker, KB8PSL: Nothing heard.

See Page 1
See Page 3

Lots of talk, check-ins and discussion on the BARC Net for May
2022. We had 87 check-ins for 191 minutes of exciting talking. Topics ranges from what is on your
workbench, to what is your most memorable personal and ham radio experience to what are you
planning to buy at Hamvention. Time ranged from 35 to 55 minutes. A special thanks to our Net
Controllers who make this station possible: Jim Dean, Tink Siwecki, Eric Vinande, Paul Sharp, and
John Westerkamp.

See Page 13
See Page 14

While not exactly secretarial, I was able to invite Moises
(our BARC visitor at the last meeting who is from Mexico near Guatemala) to stop in the Hamvention Media office. He is a reporter and took a selfie with me to publish back home. I saw many
BARC folks at Hamvention too. I completed notes for the Planning Meeting and am working on
minutes for the General Meeting.
April and May were slow months up until the May
Membership meeting where we added a new member and sold a lot of equipment from our clubhouse cleanout. Thanks to all the great BARC members for their support! Our financial situation
continues to be strong and I look forward to seeing what we sold at Hamvention.

(Continued on next page)
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Officer, Director and Coordinator Inputs
•

Repeater Network and Nodes: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ:

•

Communication Center: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ: We have formed a group to rear-

I have completed the
documentation of BARC equipment at the KAS repeater site. The documentation includes a complete inventory, photos of all the equipment and the cabinet, and diagrams of how things are connected. There are also screenshots of the router setup and networking to support Allstar, Wires-X,
and Winlink. A reminder that when using Allstar or Echolink, if the repeater is in constant use and
unable to drop the carrier, a local user will not be able to send a *73 to disconnect and the connection will remain active forever! I have since taken steps to prevent this, but if it happens to you,
please text me at 937-271-3119 and I can disconnect the node for you. You can also use the Contact Form on the website to reach me.

range the stations so that we go from four to three stations facing the back wall. This will increase
the room around each station for operating and allow observers to stand behind the operators and
get a better view of any demonstrations. The fourth station will move up front and become a training station with a couple of radios and a computer so we can project demonstrations on to the
front screen during meetings. We plan to work on the stations right after Field Day while the radios
and equipment are pulled from the stations.
•

Clubhouse: Jim Lusk, KC8EFD: Nothing heard.

•

Contesting: Ken Gunton, W8ASA: Nothing heard.

•

Education: Jim Dean, W8UD: Nothing heard.

•

Emerg Preparedness: Roger Parrett, NQ8RP: Nothing heard.

•

IT: Sean Dickens, K8SPD: Nothing heard.

•

Public Service: Don Parker, KB8PSL: The Bellbrook/Sugarcreek Community Service project is moving forward. No updates at this time.

•

QSLs: Roger Hoffman, WB9BXT: Nothing heard.

•

TechNight/Workbench: Trevor Clarke, K8TRC: Nothing heard.

•

Webmaster: John Westerkamp, W8LRJ: Be sure to watch the website for Field Day information. Also, don’t forget about the Member Forum where you can ask questions and make
announcements. The website has a new section Mentors and Experts! You can find a list of experts
by selecting Mentors and Experts under the Membership tab. Now that you have all the new
equipment you bought at Hamvention, ask an Expert to help you set it up!

(Continued on next page)
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Lunch Bunch
Jim Totten, WA8HUB,

has started the new Lunch Bunch, with this list of restaurants. I will post
updates as I get them, but also stay tuned to Jim’s messages to the Lunch Bunch group or on the BARC
Reflector. The next two Lunch Bunches are June 14th and June 28th. — Editor

May 31st

Another Broken Egg Cafe
7:00 am to 2:00 pm

2453 Esquire Dr.

Beavercreek, OH 45431

(937) 912-5074

Submarine House

3195 Dayton-Xenia Rd.

Beavercreek, OH 45434

(937) 429-8650

Submarine House

930 E Dorothy Ln.

Kettering, OH 45419

(937) 813-4189

First Watch
7:00 am to 2:30 pm

2614 Colonel Glenn Hwy

Fairborn, OH 45324

(937) 431-9150

First Watch
7:00 am to 2:30 pm

5245 Cornerstone North
Blvd

Sugarcreek Township, OH 45440

(937) 732-9013

Yaffa Grill Mediterranean
Food

2844 Colonel Glenn Hwy

Fairborn, OH 45324

(937) 429-4959

Chic-Fil-A

2360 N Fairfield Rd.

Fairborn, OH 45324

(937) 429-4959

Chic-Fil-A

5301 Cornerstone N Blvd,

Sugarcreek Township, OH 45440

(937) 439-1700

1241 Meadowbridge Dr.

Beavercreek, OH 45434

(937) 320-6200

City Barbecue

2330 N. Fairfield Rd.

Beavercreek, OH 45431

(937) 320-0000

Giovanni’s Pizzeria e
Ristorante Italiano

215 W Main St.

Fairborn, OH 45324

(937) 878-1611

China Garden Buffet

112 Woodman Dr.
Airway Shopping Center

Dayton, OH 45431

(937) 781-9999

Marion’s Piazza

1320 N Fairfield Rd.

Beavercreek, OH 45432

(937) 429-3393

Red Robin

2671 Fairfield Commons
Blvd.

Beavercreek, OH 45431

(937) 320-9800

Beavercreek Pizza Dive

4021Dayton-Xenia Rd.

Beavercreek, OH 45432

(937) 431-8669

May 10th Cherry House Cafe

June 14th
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Official Notice
Jim Gifford KD8APT, Chair, Jacalyn Parrett KE8LZE, and Steve Siwecki KD8NUC, submitted the following wording to
be added to the Bellbrook Amateur Radio Club W8DGN Constitution and Bylaws: {editor — proposed amendments shown in blue}
Add the following paragraph after Subparagraph 5.4 and before Section 6.0:

5.5 Remote Meeting Attendance
Remote meeting attendance refers to real-time participation in any club meeting by electronic means,
including audio and/or video teleconference. The Club may offer remote meeting attendance as a convenience but is not obligated to ensure availability of communications infrastructure, either internal or
external to the Club, or operator personnel. The remote attendee assumes all risk of any and all telecommunication breakdowns, including those caused by human error.
The Club shall establish procedures to validate the identity and standing of a Full Member in remote
attendance.
When remote attendance is made available and is functional for a Club meeting, any remote attendee,
who is a validated Full Member in good standing:
• Shall be afforded the same rights and privileges, with respect to club governance as established in
section 2.0 GOVERNANCE, as a Full Member physically present at the meeting.
• For meetings where Club elections are held, the Club shall establish remote election voting procedures in compliance with the intent of section 6.0 CLUB ELECTIONS
The following paragraph is in the Constitution and Bylaws {editor—this is in Paragraph 3.2}

• Nominating Committee
The nominating committee shall consist of three members elected from the floor at the September meeting to
establish a slate of candidates for and oversee the December elections. The committee shall serve until the conclusion of the elections. Officers shall not serve on the nominating committee.
Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph as cited above immediately following the word
“committee”:

Members of the nominating committee are eligible to run for office, if otherwise eligible.
Reference Paragraph 11.0, explaining the process for proposing and adopting amendments to the Constitution:

11.0 AMENDMENTS
This Constitution and By-Laws may be amended or revised by a two-thirds vote of the membership present at
a General Membership meeting. Proposals for such shall be submitted in writing at a regular meeting and shall
be voted on at the second regular meeting after submission. The membership must be notified by mail or electronic means within seven days following submission of the proposed amendment. Amendments become effective immediately upon approval.
Per Paragraph 11.0, this proposed amendment will be presented in writing at the June 2022 General Membership meeting and voted on during the August General Membership meeting.
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Greeter’s Greetings
Glenn Rodgers, KE8LZD
So another Hamvention in the books and behind us, and from what I’ve
seen and heard from many of my BARC friends, it was a very successful
and happy event. I’m sure many of us are looking forward to next year’s
event! I’m also many of you have interesting stories about your great
finds & purchases. Some of you, especially our newer members, may
have gotten some great deals and are now ready to install into, or even
begin building their shack. Once you get it all unwrapped and ready to
begin, you may find it a bit overwhelming and wonder what’s the best
approach to getting everything done correctly, and on the first try. I’ve
got an answer for you… simply contact some of your BARC friends for advice
if needed… also physical help. At first I was a little embarrassed to ask for help, especially from people
I really didn’t know all that well. But when I finally did ask, I found that there was no shortage of
knowledge available to me. More importantly, that’s how I really began to meet and get to know many
of my friends. Also, I never once encountered anyone that was reluctant to help me. It is possible to
find someone who may not know the particular subject as well as one of their friends… which always
results in a new contact and another friend. Try it, it really does work and is extremely rewarding!
And about all those new purchases… I had a wonderful time at Hamvention (my wife thinks it was possibly too good). As a result, somewhere else in this month’s Full Quieting, you may notice some items
I’m offering for sale. Or perhaps you found “too many” great purchases that you just couldn’t turn
down. You might want to consider sending a “For Sale” list or flier to Ray Hitt for next months publication. BARC is your club and you may find friends who can use your previously treasured gear, and save
themselves some cash as well as helping you to get back on the correct side of the door with your
spouse. {Editor’s note: We’re going to have “Items for sale” starting in the July Newsletter}
And speaking of Shack Tour #2…It will be on Saturday, July 9th beginning at noon. Once we publish the
addresses of each shack owner hosting a visit to their shack; if anyone wants to car pool or follow, I’ll
meet you at BARC clubhouse by 11:30 and depart for the first home. I’m really hoping this will be a
fun event with good participation, it’s not just for the new people and it’s a great way to get to know
friends better as well as getting ideas for your own shack, or possibly another facet of Amateur Radio.
To that end… if you would like to SHOW your shack, please contact me and let me know if this date
works for you or if you’d like to be on a future tour. And if you want to take the tour, please contact
me so I can put you on the list and let our hosts know roughly how many people will be attending.
OK Folks, that’s it for now. I really hope I get to see you at the next BARC Membership Meeting, or at
the Lunch Bunch (contact Jim Totten to get on his reservation list or learn the next date & location).
And trust me, you really don’t want to miss Tink’s Movie Night, and bring your spouse or a friend (they
don’t have to be a ham to enjoy a great dinner & movie!

73, Glenn, KE8LZD
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BARC Field Day Report
Ray Hitt, N8VMX
We’re finally to Field Day month! We’re on track to
set up four HF stations along with a VHF talk-in/
simplex and another VHF Winlink station at Sackett
Wright Park Shelter #1 on Saturday June 25th and
Sunday June 26th. Here’s a link to the ARRL Field Day
site locator to help you find our location.
We had another Field Day planning meeting in the
BARC Clubhouse on May 14th. The meeting was
sparsely attended because yours' truly thought he emailed an invite out, yet it was still in his Drafts folder
when he checked later.
One major change we made was to go back to using a fiberglass mast with crossed sloped dipoles for
the 40m and 80m bands, instead of three towers for these two antennas. This will reduce the setup
complexity, although it might be interesting to have someone video record us hoisting a 30 foot fiberglass mast one 4.5 foot section at a time. It’s a bit wobbly if you’re not careful. John Westerkamp,
W8LRJ, mentioned there are YouTube videos showing the proper way to raise one of these masts. I
need to find that and study it!
Something that still needs to be done (by me) is to mail out invitations to our local elected leaders and
served agencies, so that they are aware and have the opportunity to come visit us while we are set up.
We also need to firm up what educational features we want to showcase to our visitors.
I’ll be sending out a Field Day Special Edition Newsletter as we get closer to Field Day weekend. Look
for it sometime the week of June 13th, before the General Membership meeting on June 16th. I will
send a draft out to those on the Field Day Planning Group for proofreading and technical corrections.
June is busy, so I am still debating whether or not to have another planning meeting, or instead contact people directly about the last remaining loose ends. Of course, if anyone has questions, please
contact me.

73, Ray, N8VMX
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Hospitality & Library News
Natinka Siwecki, KD8NUA

BARC MOVIE NIGHT THURSDAY JUNE 23, 2022!

Please join us on June 23rd, 2022 at 7:00 PM for our BARC Dinner & Movie Night at our BARC Clubhouse. Dinner plans will be announced in the BARC Reflector later in the month. Of course, we’ll also
have our famous BARC popcorn! Come spend a relaxing couple of hours with us! We are still choosing
a good movie but we'll let you know soon.
If you would like to recommend a future movie or have dinner suggestions feel free to email me; I love
trying new recipes! Our next movie will be announced at a later date.
BARC Movie Nights are held on the fourth Thursday of each month January through October at 7:00
pm. We take November and December off due to the holidays.
Movie Nights for 2022
March 24, 2022

July 28, 2022

April 28, 2022

August 25, 2022

May 26, 2022

September 29, 2022

June 23, 2022

October 27, 2022

Keep an eye on your email for more information regarding the upcoming June movie night.
We hope you will be able to join us for some if not all of our BARC Club Movie Nights!

73, Tink, KD8NUA
Full Quieting
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{Editor — Repeating this article from the May Newsletter to increase awareness before this important event.}

The Little Miami River Clean Sweep
Darryl Fowler, KD8JQE
This year, the LMRK Clean Sweep is Saturday, June 11, 2022
The Little Miami River Network, an Ohio non-profit volunteer organization, is working to protect and preserve the Little Miami River, one of America’s National Wild
and Scenic Rivers. The clean-up program is an annual event focused on removing
trash and restoring the waterway’s health. Clean-up activities enhance the quality
of life by promoting the protection of, stimulating the public interest in, and encouraging the preservation of the river.

The mission is about much more than picking up trash. The event is a chance to learn
about the river and accomplish something
vital and worthy on behalf of the Little Miami River. This clean-up is coordinated by
many partners like BARC and attended by
hundreds of wonderful volunteers.
Saturday, June 11, from 8:30 am to noon,
participants hit the Little Miami River and its
shoreline in Greene County, Ohio. The clean
-up begins as far north as John Bryan State
Park in Yellow Springs and proceeds south
to Corwin in Warren County.
How Does It Work?
The Little Miami River is divided
into ten sections of approximately
the same lengths with easy public
access to specific river “meeting,”
“put-in,” and “takeout” locations.
Each river segment has an assigned
number of canoes and volunteers.
The size of the groups is managed
by the LMRN committee’s coordinators, keeping them together and
preventing overcrowding along any
stretch of the river. About 171 people are distributed among the segments. Some cleaned from canoes
while others walked the banks.

(Continued on next page)
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The LMWN depends on BARC members to help their
volunteers to have a safe day on the river. Since
2010, the LMWN has removed over 28,000 pounds of
trash and over 1,000 tires from the Greene County
stretch of the Little Miami River. Every year, the mission becomes a treasure hunt of sorts as volunteers
compete to find the strangest pieces of trash. They
have removed everything from Styrofoam fragments
from coolers, plastic water bottles, flip-flops, aluminum cans, tires, and light poles.
How Are BARC Volunteers Involved?
Approximately 17 members are needed to make this
event a success. BARC volunteers are assigned to
the assembly locations at the designated input and
takeout segments along the river. Radio operators
are not assigned to canoes, along the riverbanks, or
in the water. Once given an assignment, you cannot switch launch or takeout locations. Net control
is set up under the gazebo at Bellbrock Park in Bellbrook.
A radio operator’s task at the assembly areas includes monitoring water vessels going in and out of
the river, verifying the number of volunteers in
each group, and notifying net control when the
group arrives at the removal sites. Once the trash is
secured at the assembly sites, contact net control
that the loads are ready for pickup by the Greene County workers. When the groups arrive at the end of their
segments, you must notify net control so the canoes can be retrieved by the delivery companies.
Upon Completion of the Event
Immediately following the clean-up there is an Appreciation Picnic for all volunteers. Be sure to come and enjoy
food, beverages, and music. The cookout is at Bellbrock Park in downtown Bellbrook. Plenty of street parking is
available along North Main Street, Franklin Street, East Walnut Street, and N East Street. Only a few tables are
in the park, so bring folding chairs.
How to Signup
Contact Darryl Fowler, KD8JQE at kd8jqe@gmail.com no later than May 23.

73, Darryl, KD8JQE
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Greene County Fairgrounds Central Courtyard area, where everyone at some point grabbed some excellent food.

Ken Gunton, W8ASA, enjoying one of the finer things in life — eating,
not getting change for a $3 bill!

DARA’s communications vehicle, providing comms support near the Field Day
pedestrian entrance.
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Here is a pic of everyone waiting in line for the gate to
open Saturday morning. Left side is heading toward
gate. Right side is heading away from the gate and
toward the turn point.

Here’s something you never see at Hamvention — a
vehicle with antennas not intended for a vehicle!
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Dave Casler, KE0OG, “Oogy”, of YouTube fame, stopped by the BARC booth.
Of course Ray, N8VMX missed this, he was probably out getting food! Dave
seems to be interested in our vacuum tubes—NOT!
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Rob, WS8M, Dave Casler, KE0OG, and Jim, WA8HUB at the BARC
booth.

Ray N8VMX, and Jim WA8HUB at the BARC booth. You’ll note
Ray was in the hot sun — he was escaping a bumble bee attacking his bourbon chicken when he was in the shade!

Moises, XE3MA, a member of the media, joining us from Mexico. He’s a friend of Ricardo,
KA3ZQX. Moises was also at our club meeting
Thursday night before Hamvention.
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Another view of the line to get into the Hamvention — this one looks shorter than the other picture.

Here are some Hamvention purchases in use. This was Friday
evening after the show. Paul, KE8SZD, had QSOs with parks all
over the country on 10 watts for Parks On The Air (POTA).
Larry, KD8RER, taking his 5-minute lunch break, lol.
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Brian, KI8FW, and Ray, N8VMX, getting ready to pounce on some
bourbon chicken.

Ken, W8ASA having an eyeball QSO with Jim, KF8J
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Hamvention attendees at the prize
drawing. BTW, I didn’t win!
.

Stu, K8ST, and Steve, K8SJM at their flea market spot. What a great way to
spend a weekend!
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The now infamous BARC flea market spot, a welcome oasis.

.

Some robotics fun for the youth who were attending.

Mary, KE8KWI, is with the Luso Tower rep negotiating her new tower?
Dan, KD8YNG, and Lynn, KE8FLL taking in the sights in
one of the vendor halls.
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Lynn,KE8FLL, and Mary, KE8KWI, enjoying Hamvention.

“Antenna Girl” was located!

Full Quieting

Ray, N8VMX (right), is with Craig, KD8IJN (left), and
“Ski”, KE8UYN (center), celebrating Ski just earning his
Technician and General licenses Saturday morning.

Ken, KE8OAD, no relation to “Antenna Girl”
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Mary, KE8KWI, had Trish as her shuttle driver to Hamvention. Her smile says it all, “I
love Hamvention”!
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Current BARC Member Interview
John Sellers, W8QEO
Intro
The member biographies in Full Quieting have been very interesting, and it occurred to me that it would be appropriate for me to submit mine for the June, 2022
issue, my 60th anniversary as a licensed radio amateur. My first (General Class) license was issued 6/2/62, an easy date to remember.
To put this in perspective, Guglielmo Marconi first offered commercial radio communication in 1902, 120 years ago this year. So I have had a ham license for half
the time radio has been in existence. Does that make me feel old! (Although I reckon about the average age for BARC members!)
There aren’t too many advantages to being old, but one may be that you have a lot of good stories to tell. So
let this “OM” spin some yarns. Hopefully you will find them entertaining.
I grew up in Indianapolis. My mom was a chemist, who worked for the RCA Victor record division research and
development department. RCA (the Radio Corporation of America—long gone now) was big in Indianapolis.
The Victor record division and the engineering and administrative departments of the Home Instruments division (TVs, radios, audio) were located less than a mile from our house. Dad was a salesman for Carpenter Steel
Corporation (now Carpenter Technology.)
Mom decided early on that I was a born electrical engineer—which in the long run, proved to be the case.
When I was a baby, her main concern was my surviving my curiosity—many a time she intercepted me on the
way to an electrical outlet with some metal object in my hand! Once I had gotten past the life-threatening
stage she gave me lots of encouragement. When I was about four she found what we called “my electric set”
which had switches, lamps, buzzers and bells to learn from, all running off a dry cell battery. So I understood
series and parallel electric circuits before I was in kindergarten. Shortly afterwards she helped me build a crystal
radio.
There were lots of neat educational toys back in those days. RCA sold a “radio experimenter” kit that allowed
you to string together circuit blocks on a plywood breadboard to make a low power AM broadcast transmitter,
an audio amplifier, and finally, a superheterodyne AM receiver. Before I was ten I built an Allied Radio Knight
Kit “Ocean Hopper” 3-tube regenerative receiver which covered AM broadcast to the short wave bands.

Getting my license
The effort to get my ham license started in my teens. One birthday I
asked Mom for a communications receiver (a serious outlay) and she
agreed. We went over to Graham Electronics and I picked out a used
Hallicrafters S-85. I started listening on the ham bands—phone, since I
didn’t know code. A lot of hams were still running AM in those days—
but SSB was getting started. Also shortwave broadcast—it was hard
not to listen to Radio Moscow, which was broadcasting all over the
place at very high power.
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
Around that time the RCA Amateur Radio Club decided to hold a license class. The entry-level license in those
days was the Novice, which only required 5 WPM code, but the club decided to go directly for the General,
which required 13 WPM code but granted full amateur privileges.
This was an ambitious goal and the class ran for a while. Mom and I attended the class together and practiced
code at home on the kitchen table. Greater love hath no mom! By the end of the class we all thought we were
ready for the written test and could copy code at some speed. We could get up to 13 WPM using W1AW code
practice transmissions.
I practiced code religiously using the W1AW code practice as well as copying ham transmissions and some military stations. My favorite was the Navy station, NSS. Such a crisp sounding call sign on CW: dah dit - dit dit dit
- dit dit dit! (A couple of years later, after I had my license, I worked NSS in the cross-band Armed Forces Day
test.)
In retrospect, what a great way to learn code! I was copying off the air—QRM, QRN and all—using the receiver
I would be using when I started operating.
In those days you had to take the General test before the FCC. The nearest FCC office was in Chicago, but they
held tests in Indianapolis four times a year. I mailed my application to Chicago and got back a letter telling me
when and where to “appear for examination”.
On the appointed morning I took the bus downtown to the Federal Building and showed up at the designated
room. Needless to say I had “butterflies in my stomach”, but the FCC guys were welcoming. The sequence of
tests was code receiving, code sending, and finally the written test. If you failed anything you didn’t go on to
the next test. They took us in batches of a dozen or so into a separate room for the code test. Passing score
was one minute of error-free copy in five minutes of code. I was fairly confident going in, but when the code
started up it didn’t sound like anything I had ever heard! I struggled to get back “in the groove” but couldn’t,
and was “running from behind” the whole test. When the code stopped I thought it would be a miracle if I had
passed. The examiner took up my paper and sympathetically confirmed I had failed, so I headed for the exit.
I wasn’t about to let one failure stop me from my goal, so I kept up my code practice for the next 3 months
while I waited for the FCC to return. It was 3 months very well spent—By then I could copy 15 WPM—off the
air—and short bursts at 20 WPM. Next time I headed down to the Federal Building I was “loaded for bear”. A
little experience helps a lot. I knew the room, and I knew the drill. When they started sending, I started copying, and when they stopped sending, I stopped copying. I probably had 5 minutes of solid copy. The examiner
glanced at my sheet and immediately sent me into the next room for the sending test.
The sending test was anticlimactic. The examiner said to adjust the key however I wanted, and then send
something. A message was printed out for inspiration if I needed something to send. The key was set about
right so I launched into the message. I got out about five characters before the examiner said, “Passed” and
sent me on to the next room to take the written test.
The written was also anticlimactic—we had license manuals back then like we do now, so we knew the question
pool, and I was not concerned about passing. I took the test, turned in my paper, and headed out the door with
a good feeling.
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
Conventional wisdom had it that 70% of applicants flunked the General code test the first time but then 90%
passed it the second time. Only years later did I learn one reason for that, which was the FCC exam used standard International Telecommunications Union Morse code spacing, while W1AW—and most hams—used Farnsworth spacing. In Farnsworth spacing the characters are speeded up a little and the space between them increased accordingly. If you recognize the characters by sound, speeding up the characters doesn’t create any
problem, but the increased spacing gives you more time to recognize them and write them down.
Nowadays, with volunteer examiners and the internet, applicants know immediately that they have passed the
written and know their call sign in a day or two. Back then, you had to wait for your license—or failure notice—
to arrive in the mail. One day a small window envelope showed up in the mail from the FCC. It wasn’t even
necessary to open the envelope—through the window I could read,
Call Sign WA9EEF
John W Sellers
(address, etc.):
I was a ham! I was a mighty happy camper!
My first rig
Now that I had a license, it was time to get a transmitter! By now I was
thoroughly familiar with my trusty S-85 receiver. By that time I may have
already bought a Heath Q-multiplier, possibly the most popular receiver
accessory of all time. The S-85 was a single-conversion superheterodyne
with the usual 455 kHz IF frequency. The IF bandwidth was OK for AM, but
a little wide for CW. The Q-multiplier let you set up either a peak, to select
the CW signal you were trying to copy, or a null, to cancel an interfering
signal. Then this peak or null could be tuned across your IF bandwidth.
They were inexpensive and everybody had one.
I had been perusing the catalogs while studying for my license and had decided on the Knight Kit T-60. Many
manufacturers sold entry-level transmitters, like the Johnson Adventurer, World Radio Labs Globe Scout,
Heathkit DX-40, and finally the T-60. Most used an 807 for the final amplifier and a few used the newer 6146
transmitting tube. They were primarily designed for CW but most included some kind of AM modulator, usually
screen modulation of the final amplifier.

The T-60 was an economy model that cut a few corners to save money. Rather than a “real” transmitting tube,
the T-60 used a 6DQ6B television horizontal sweep tube for the final amplifier. Rather than switching the panel
meter between plate and grid currents they had it connected as relative power output only; when tuning up
you just tuned everything “for maximum smoke”.
I built the T-60 from the kit and it worked as advertised into a dummy load (60 Watt light bulb). My first setup
was in a corner of my bedroom, using a quarter wave end fed wire run out the window to a nearby tree. The pi
-network output circuit of rigs like the T-60 worked with a wide range of antennas. My first transmit-receive
switch was a hardware store knife switch in a shielding enclosure soldered up out of tuna fish cans!
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
One of the great thrills in life is calling CQ and hearing your own call sign coming back to you, sent by an unknown hand from an unknown place. Welcome to ham radio!
Two ways that ham radio was different in those days were that you had to keep a logbook (both fixed station
and mobile!) and you had observe CONELRAD. In the long run of history, the logging requirement is actually a
blessing —I still have my old logbooks and can look back with pride on the details of my contacts. CONELRAD,
an acronym for CONtrol of ELectromagnetic RADiation, referred to the fact that everyone was supposed to stop
transmitting if a Russian attack was detected. The idea was that the incoming Bears couldn’t use radio stations
as homing beacons. (All these years later the US is still flying B-52s and the Russians are still flying Bears. The
Flying Dump Trucks!) Well-heeled hams could buy CONELRAD receivers that listened silently ad sounded an
alarm if your local broadcast station went off the air. The rest of us just left a broadcast receiver on at low volume and hoped to notice if it went off the air. This requirement went away in 1963.
Antennas
The shack in the corner of my bedroom was strictly a makeshift necessitated by running the end-fed wire antenna out the back window. We had room in the corresponding corner of the basement but I figured I wanted
a better antenna to operate from there, with a real feedline rather than an end fed wire. Thus began my humorous adventure with the Gotham V-80 vertical antenna. The V-80, a base-loaded 23 foot vertical antenna,
was regularly advertised in QST for the princely sum of $16.95
The V-80 was a timely example of “truth in advertising”(?). I had assumed that the 23 foot length had some
deep physical significance and that settings of the loading coil for various frequencies would be provided.
When the antenna showed up it amounted to two 12 foot lengths of telescoping aluminum tubing, a chunk of
B&W Miniductor air-core coil, and a few cable clamps. No base insulator. It turns out that physical significance
of the 23 foot length was two 12 foot lengths of aluminum tubing telescoped together one foot and held with U
-bolt clamps! The instructions for the loading coil were basically, “adjust the tap until the antenna loads up
good”.
I had correctly surmised that the voltage was low near the feed point so, the lack of a base insulator was not a
problem. I mounted the aluminum tubing to a 2x4 on the end of our garage with the cable clamps provided
and fed it with RG-58/U. As instructed, I fiddled with the loading coil taps till “the rig loaded up good”, and that
was it. For a ground I ran a length of #8 aluminum TV antenna ground wire down to an aluminum plate buried
in the ground, which made a good lightning ground, but not much of an RF ground. For practical purposes what
I had was a center-fed vertical dipole! For all that, I made a lot of contacts with that antenna, and I worked a lot
of other people who were using V-80s.
I used the V-80 until one day a severe windstorm imparted a graceful 90 degree curve to the aluminum tubing.
By that time I had become enamored with the idea of a single-wire fed Windom, and put one up in the back
yard. The QST article that I followed recommended an L-network antenna tuner so I built one. By that time I
had an SWR bridge and could tune for a reasonable SWR.
I have long been suspicious of the actual performance of the single-wire fed Windom, but what the heck, it
worked, reminding us of the fact that you don’t really have to know how your antenna is working, as long as
you are making contacts!
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
The picture of me at the T-60 was shot by my mom in 1962. My
station had been moved to the basement by then and I was probably running the V-80 as there is no antenna tuner in sight. By that
time I had replaced my knife switch T-R switch with a Dow-Key coax relay operated by the transmit/standby switch on the T-60.
Mom sneaked up and me and snapped the picture, as evidenced
by the look of surprise on my face.
Although my General Class license allowed me to use a VFO for
transmitting I ran crystal control for the first few years. The availability of World War II surplus equipment in those days boggled the
mind. Every couple of weeks I would take the bus down to Esse
Radio in downtown Indianapolis and see what their latest surplus offerings were. Inside the front door they
had a 55 gallon drum full of FT-243 crystals! On any given day there would be a few hams sorting through the
crystals looking for ones in the ham bands. As I recall I managed to find 7075, 7125, and 7250 kHz in the 40 meter band. Then I learned that you could find crystals just below the 40 meter band and grind them thinner to
bring the frequency up to someplace useful on 40 meters and higher ham bands. This was not a high-tech process. FT-243 crystals were in a demountable holder so you would remove
the screws and get the actual crystal out from between the electrodes. I
ground them with scouring powder on a piece of plate glass. It took patience but by grinding and trying you could get whatever frequency you
wanted. I still have one around here somewhere for the old 7040 kHz QRP
Amateur Radio Club calling frequency—not that I need it, since nowadays all
the rigs have digital frequency synthesizers! The picture shows a factory
crystal for 7250 kHz and one of my hand-ground ones for 7.050 kHz
I did the bulk of my operating on 40 meter (and some 15 meter) CW but the
T-60 also supported screen-modulated AM and there was a lot of local ragchewing on 10 meter AM. Through that medium I discovered the Indianapolis VHF-UHF Club, which was also Marion County Civil Defense Communications. In those days the dividing line between RACES and ARES was somewhat murky—I’m not sure ARES even
existed as such back then. I think we were RACES but we never went through any of the paperwork. The club
was official, though—CD issued us a a travel trailer and a surplus Jeep to tow it! Needless to say the Jeep
wouldn’t tow the trailer very fast—nor would you want to! We named the trailer “The Reluctant Draggin’!”
In 1964 I went off to Purdue to get my degree in electrical engineering. I was a co-op student with Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis, which meant that after my freshman year I alternated between semesters at Purdue
and semesters in Indianapolis. So I was simultaneously a member the Indianapolis VHF-UHF club, WA9MVP,
and the Purdue Amateur Radio Club, W9YB.
(As an aside, I cannot recommend the co-op program more highly to any kid who is planning to go to school in
engineering! I was able to pay for my school from co-op earnings (I lived at home while in Indianapolis) and by
the time I graduated I pretty well knew what the business of engineering involved. At my first employer, ITT
Aerospace-Optical Division in Fort Wayne, Indiana, I had my own project less than a year out of school.
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
I quickly learned that being a ham—and building and modifying your own equipment—was synergistic with being an engineer. For one example, one of my co-op projects was a one-time test set for shipboard evaluation of
a 2 GHz telemetry receiver. We had one of the transmitters in the same 19 inch rack as the receiver being evaluated, so you can imagine we had a signal isolation problem! The test equipment was interconnected with miniature hardline with SMA connectors. We discovered you had to tighten the SMA connectors tight, with a
wrench, to prevent leakage, and even then there was some. We resorted to stuffing the transmitter chassis
with RF absorbing material, which helped. I surmised that we had a certain amount of RF flowing on the outside of the hardline and that might be helped with a quarter wave decoupling sleeve. I sketched one up for the
machine shop to make and soldered it on the outside of the coax. It got our leakage down to workable levels,
and the guys working with me on the project hailed me as a magician. Actually, that is one of the reasons I
have always enjoyed working with antennas and transmission lines—they are pretty close to magic!
Another co-op experience resulted in one of the few impulse buys I have made in ham radio. One noon hour I
was talking with one of the branch chiefs about his Automatic Weather Station project, which was an unattended buoy that transmitted weather data periodically in CW. (This was before microprocessors—they implanted
the whole thing in RTL integrated circuits!) They had several prototypes at sea and he commented, “You’re a
ham—N5 is about to report. Go tune Receiver 2 out in the lab to (some frequency) and you can hear it check
in.” Receiver 2 was a Collins R-390 or some such, so I dialed it to the exact frequency and listened to a quiet
channel. Then suddenly, right on time, came, “N5 N5 N5” followed by the weather report. I was impressed! At
home I was still using the S-85 which, if you were lucky, could be tuned within about 10 kHz. Right then and
there I decided I needed a receiver more like that R-390! I had money saved up in the bank and could afford it.
I made good on my threat, and bought a used Drake 2A.
By that time I had a car so I was participating in Indianapolis VHF-UHF club activities when at home and Purdue
Amateur Radio Club while at school. W9YB had a spacious room in the west tower of the Purdue Memorial Union. (They are still there today.) The Union was conveniently located to hang out between classes and the club
was a preferred hangout space.
W9YB had multiple stations quite similar to what BARC has. One was a CW/AM station with pre-SSB Collins
equipment. I don’t remember exactly what the others were. One had a Baudot teletype with the matching
“tuning unit” with a cross-point scope indicator. Today it would be known as a modem. The old Baudot teletypes were a trip. They had a characteristic stink of oil and ozone from sparking contacts. It took a knack to
type on them because they would not accept keystrokes faster than the baud rate, as well as a funky keyboard
with the letters/numbers shift. As if that wasn’t enough, in my sophomore year I was alternately typing on a
regular typewriter, an IBM 026 keypunch, and a 5-level Baudot teletype!
W9YB was the source of a formative experience in my freshman year. The Alaska Earthquake took place in
1964. Much of Anchorage was destroyed and a few sea coast towns simply disappeared into the Pacific Ocean.
Communications with much of the state was cut off and amateur radio helped fill the gap. Amateur radio traffic
flowed from and to Alaska through the ARRL National Traffic System. One would not suppose that we would
get much traffic in Indiana, but there was a surprising amount. You could walk across the peaceful campus up
into the W9YB station and immediately it was like being in the middle of a war. In those days we had a surprising number of brass pounders in the membership and they were doing yeoman service. (I say “brass pounders”
(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
but the traffic I remember was on SSB.) The vast majority of the messages were ARRL numbered radiograms,
“canned” messages designed to shorten transmission. For example, ARL Four: “Only slight property damage
here. Do not be concerned about disaster reports.” I am sure that the people who received these messages
were greatly relieved.
W9YB was already active on 6 and 2 meter FM and it was obvious that was the coming thing in VHF. Like the
WW II surplus equipment, much of the impetus toward amateur wideband FM was that fact that public service
and commercial FM was being changed to narrow band with closer spaced channels, creating a glut of surplus
wideband FM equipment. Motorola, GE, Link, etc. equipment could be had cheaply, although of course it had
to be converted to amateur frequencies. This was before amateurs were allowed to use repeaters so practically everything was on 52.525 MHz and 146.94 MHz simplex.
Being cheap, I got a line on a GE “pre progress line” low-band (6 meter) FM receiver for only $5. The down side
is it had been stored in a basement that at one point had flooded, so the chassis was solid full of white mildew. I
figured it was worth a try, so I bought it, along with a gallon can of denatured alcohol and a paint brush. Probably paid as much for the alcohol as the receiver! I spent quite a while patiently washing the mildew out of the
chassis with the alcohol and let it dry in the sun for a few days. I built a suitable 120 volt power supply for it
and fired it up. It worked fine except for the squelch circuit, which was more complicated on GE units than
most. There were a couple of high impedance circuits in it that were probably messed up by the moisture or
the mildew so I just rewired it with a simpler circuit. The receiver worked fine, so all I had to do was buy a suitable crystal and retune the RF circuits and I had a 52.525 MHz receiver.
In contrast to the waterlogged receiver, I found a matching GE transmitter that looked brand new. I forget
what I paid for it. I built a power supply and a homebrew control head and I was on 52.525 FM. At school I just
put the equipment on my desk and ran a quarter wave wire up the side of my book case. We didn’t worry
much about RF exposure in those days! My dorm room was on the fourth floor so I didn’t have any trouble covering the Lafayette area. At home I put up a coaxial vertical dipole on the roof. As some point I found a used
low band single-box mobile rig so I had a 6 meter FM mobile to participate in VHF-UHF club exercises.
Somewhere in there I was beginning to get annoyed with the T-60 HF transmitter. I had bought a Heath VF-1
VFO for it but quickly discovered that the T-60 wouldn’t work with the VF-1. The final of the T-60 tended to self
-oscillate if there wasn’t enough grid drive, and the VF-1 didn’t appear to supply enough power to keep that
from happening. The Knight Kit companion VFO for the T-60, the V-44, had a built in buffer amplifier, and I suspected that was the reason why. Used equipment was plentiful so I just bought a V-44. But the T-60 wouldn’t
work with the V-44 either!

(Continued on next page)
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John Sellers Interview (continued)

I was beginning to wish I had bought a Heath DX-40 rather than the T-60—several friends had them
and they were trouble free. One day, a DX-40 showed up at a hamfest for only five dollars! The DX-40
did have one minor little Achilles heel—it operated the 5U4 power supply rectifier tube just slightly
over its voltage ratings—and there was no fuse. So if the 5U4 shorted out, the magic smoke came out
of the power transformer, and that was all she wrote! When I came across a five dollar DX-40 with
burned out power supply, I snapped it up. I had a power transformer that would fit in the space available, and by that time silicon rectifier diodes had advanced to the point that I could use silicon rectifiers rather than the 5U4. So I built up this arrangement and the DX-40 was back on the air. The DX-40
had a “real” transmitting tube in the final, a 6146, and was rated for 75 Watts CW. My homebrew
power supply actually supplied a little higher voltage than the original, and by that time the improved
6146B had come out, rated for 125 Watts, so I put one of those in as well, giving me a “souped up”
DX-40.
The DX-40 worked fine with the VF-1 VFO so I kept it, and decided to sell the T-60 with the V-44. I was
reluctant to sell a combination that didn’t work, so I took one last stab at figuring out why the T-60
didn’t work like it was supposed to. By that time I had acquired a grid dip meter—a handy instrument
not seen much anymore—and I made the astonishing discovery that the final grid circuit did not tune
on any band! It tuned below the band on every band! When I tuned for maximum output I was
setting the variable capacitor for its minimum capacitance! I suspect this came about because the grid
tank was coupled to the final tube socket through a short length of shielded wire. What probably happened was that at some point the manufacturer of the shielded wire changed the capacitance per
inch—or maybe a purchasing agent got a good deal on some other shielded wire—and subsequent
kits didn’t work right. That is a problem with offering anything as a kit—no way to test it when it’s
built.
The solution was simple enough—I just connected a small silver mica capacitor between the coils and
the tuning capacitor to reduce the total capacitance, and checked to make sure the grid tank circuit
now resonated on all bands. Wow! Did that old T-60 sit up and take notice! Increased power output
on all bands, and now it worked with the VFO. Sure wish I had found that problem earlier! I sold the T
-60 and V-44 through a classified ad in QST. I must have gotten half a dozen letters from people wondering how I got the T-60 to work with the V-44. I was happy to answer them all—as I recall I sent out
a lot of carbon copies! Nowadays with the internet, this problem and the solution would be publicized
in no time.
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
The 1968 picture of my station reflects these changes. From
left to right are the DX-40 and VF-1, Drake 2A receiver and
2AQ Q-multiplier/speaker, and my GE pre-progress 2-box 6
meter FM rig. The small object half hidden behind the
homebrew control head for the FM rig is a WW II surplus BC
-453 low frequency receiver, which I used to get aviation
weather reports transmitted on low frequency nondirectional beacons. Also, the black chassis on which he DX40 is sitting contains a homebrew electronic TR switch which
allowed full break-in operation on CW. A far cry from my
original knife switch!
In 1969 I graduated from Purdue and went off to start my first job in Fort Wayne, Indiana. I still made it back to
hang out with the Indianapolis VHF-UHF Club from time to time, and in fact, when I got laid off from my job in
Fort Wayne a little over 2 years later, I found a job in Indianapolis through a friend at the club. (In those days
engineers were high class migrant labor.)
I have one last story to tell about the Indianapolis VHF-UHF Club, which as far as I know will not be found in any
history books. As Marion County Civil Defense Communications, we were well connected with the local police,
fire, and EMS agencies. The late 60s were the time of the Los Angeles and Detroit riots, which were widely covered by the news media. Indianapolis police were anticipating riots in Indianapolis sooner or later, and the club
was included in their planning. Their plan was to quell the riots without involving the National Guard, using the
combined forces of Indianapolis and Marion County police/fire/EMS and the Indiana State Police. It was anticipated that all these agencies would be deployed in the inner city leaving these services “only on demand” in the
rest of Marion County. (Indianapolis and Marion County governments were combined under “Unigov” in 1970.)
It was expected that a curfew would be imposed and that the phone system would probably be overloaded.
This is where we came in. Civil Defense Communications would run a net out of our base station (which had a
direct line to the Indianapolis Police Department) and our mobile units would patrol suburban neighborhoods
to provide necessary health and welfare communication (and even transportation if needed.) We conducted
regular drills and were issued sealed packets containing vehicle ID cards, ID arm bands, and code books, all of
which were changed monthly. During drills we would open our packets to get access to the code books which
we would use for the drill and then destroy when issued new packets. Like a good little citizen I destroyed the
old packets as directed. Sure wish I had kept a few of them! Today they would be valuable evidence of a little
known bit of history.
Regarding the code books, in accordance with amateur radio regulations, we did not transmit in code. The
code books contained authentication word pairs (challenge and response) to confirm that messages were coming from an authorized sender and not an imposter.
Eventually Indianapolis did have their riot, but it was kept quiet, no curfew was imposed, and CD Communications was not activated. I got a call one Saturday afternoon from a friend who worked at a downtown Indianapolis hospital (Winona Clinic) saying that they had received casualties from rioting on Friday night and were
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John Sellers Interview (continued)
expecting more that night. I flipped on my police radio and discovered rioting was already in progress. A helicopter was coordinating things and shotgun teams were conducting street sweeps in the affected area. There
was nothing about it on radio or TV news. The next day there was about two column inches in the Sunday paper about a “disturbance” downtown. A few weeks later I went by Esse Radio and I could see burned out buildings a block or two away.
Around 1973 Systems Research Labs in Beavercreek was soaking up all the engineers they could find. I accepted a job offer and moved to the Dayton area where I have been ever since. (Got here just in time for the Xenia
Tornado in 1974! I was living in an apartment in Kettering at the time and had no local amateur radio connections.)
When I moved to Ohio, ham call signs still had to reflect your location so I traded in WA9EEF for WB8QEO. Later when vanity call signs became available I saw that W8QEO was available for re-issue so I dropped the “B”.
Fast forward a few years dedicated to jobs, getting married, raising kids, buying houses, fixing up houses, etc.,
etc. You know—“life”!
I don’t remember when I joined BARC. I am guessing not long after we moved to Sugarcreek Township around
1990. Not much point in telling BARC stories since most of you know them. I have been fair to middlin’ active
in BARC and ARES most of that time.
I was BARC Field Day chairman from 2003 to 2007.
I remember in 2004 we had frost overnight on FD!
I have included a picture of the late Art Aaronson
operating out of a sleeping bag!
And do you all remember the Simulated Emergency Test where we had an actual tornado in Xenia?
I think it was 2000. As then-EC Fred Stone said at
the after action review, “Heck, anybody can have a
scenario!”
I have rambled on too long, so I will shut up.
Peace be with you all!
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Editorial Policy and Style Guidelines for Full Quieting
Editorial Policy
Full Quieting welcomes articles from BARC members on any ham radio subject that is relevant to BARC. Our
focus is our BARC members. We will not reprint items or articles that are easily available by other means (web,
magazines, etc.).
Most articles will be “how to” or “what I did” articles that focus on technical or operational subjects such as a
construction (antennas, equipment, stations, etc.), the use of hardware or software, operating in unique/
challenging circumstances, or a memoir.
Full Quieting will also consider an occasional article on policy issues regarding the various national licensing/
regulatory agencies and/or amateur radio associations so long as the article is relevant to BARC members and
constructive in tone and recommendations.
Although all Full Quieting articles represent the experiences and points-of-view of their authors and not BARC,
articles that focus on policy issues will be specifically labeled as a reflection of the author’s opinion.
Regardless of subject, when you submit an article you acknowledge that you are the original author or creator
and you grant publication rights to BARC. Anything you submit remains your property and you may have it
published elsewhere without the need for permission from Full Quieting.

Style Guidelines
Language: English is the official language of Full Quieting and all articles should be submitted in English. Don’t
be concerned if English is not your first language: just tell your story in your own voice and use translating tools
such as Google Translate to help if necessary.
File format: Submit your article as a Word, Word Perfect, OpenOffice or text file attachment to an email. A
shared document available for download (such as a Google Doc) is also okay. Do not submit as an email or
PDF file.
Pictures and other graphics: Do not embed pictures or tables in the article. Please submit as an email attachment or a shared image available for download. Please reduce the file size of the images before you send them
to Full Quieting. Large files can be attached to a series of emails. Keep file size in mind regarding publication
quality: for example, a half page image in the final PDF version of Full Quieting should be at least 400 pixels
wide. If a photograph or graphic was taken or created by someone else, you should have their permission to
use it and the permission of anyone identifiable in the image. If you capture images from the web, provide a
citation (URL) for that source and make sure the source does not prohibit use of the image in Full Quieting.

(Continued on next page)
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Editorial Policy and Style Guidelines for Full Quieting
(Continued from previous page)

Use these style conventions
•

We are hams, not Hams, and our hobby is ham radio This is a change to our original format

•

The name of our organization is: Bellbrook Amateur Radio Club or BARC

•

The code we use is Morse (capitalize the M)

•

We use Yagi antennas (capitalize the Y)

•

Q codes should be capitalized: QRM, QSB QSY

•

The plural of QSO is QSOs, not QSO’s

•

Modes should be capitalized: CW, SSB, FT8, RTTY

•

Bands are written as 10 m, 15 m etc.

•

The abbreviation for a Silent Key is SK.

•

You might have had an Elmer, not an elmer

Bruce N7RR has provided a two-page check list of common International System of Units (SI) formats and abbreviations.

Use these formatting conventions:
•

Set all borders to 1 inch

•

Do not use tabs or spaces at the beginning of a paragraph

•

Use only a single paragraph or carriage return at the end of each paragraph
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Misc BARC Info
REGULARLY SCHEDULED NETS
Daily (Sunday through Saturday) 1030, 1615 and 1845 Ohio
Single Sideband Net (OSSBN) Primary: 3972.5 KHz LSB Alternates: 3968 & 7272 KHz LSB
Sundays 1900 Newcomers & Elmers Net (Cincinnati)
146.670 (-) (123.0 PL) Sundays 2000 BARC Weekly Net
147.045 (+) (no PL) [Alt = 443.675]
Sundays 2100 Miami Co. Voice & Data Net (Data Net follows Voice Net) 145.230 (-) (no PL)
Winlink Tuesdays GCARESWinlink Net Any time on Tuesdays Eastern Time Send To: W8LRJ, Cc: KE8FMJ W8GCA-10
445.010 (S), W6CDR-10 145.010 (S)
Tuesdays 1900 Dayton Veterans Admin Amateur Radio Club
Net (W8DVA) 443.850 + 107.2 pl
Tuesdays 1915 Ohio ARES HF Net W8SGT Net Control at
OEMA HQ Primary: 3902 KHz LSB (+/- QRM) Alternate: 7240
KHz LSB (+/- QRM)
Tuesdays 1945 Ohio Digital Emergency Net Primary: 3584.5
KHz USB (1500 WF) Alternate: 7072 KHz USB
Tuesdays 2000 MoCoARES Weekly Net 146.640 (-) (123.0
Hz PL) (Except—No Net on last Tuesday of even months
(MoCoARES meeting) (Except—On 2nd Tuesday: Voice and
Data Net on 444.250 (+) (123.0 PL)
Tuesdays 2030 Greene County DMR Net Primary: 444.875+,
Color Code 13
Tuesdays 2100 GCARES Net (Voice & Data) 146.910 (-)(no
PL) [Alt = 442.725]
Ohio Winlink Wednesdays OH ARES Winlink Net Any time
on Wednesdays Eastern Time Send To: K8EAF, Cc: W8LRJ,
KE8FMJ W8GCA-10 445.010 (S), W6CDR-10 145.010 (S)
Wednesdays 2000 Ohio District 3 ARES Net (West Central
Ohio Regional Net) Primary: 145.110 (-) ( 67.0 PL) Alternate:
146.820 (-) ( 77.0 PL)
Wednesdays 2000 Beginners Net (Dayton Area) 444.875 (+)
(94.8 PL)
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ZOOM-Basic Setup & Configuration
Here’s a link to the Zoom Video Tutorials: Zoom how-to video
tutorials – Zoom Help Center
Also see: "Join a Meeting" and the "Joining & Configuring Audio
& Video" tutorials for new users. Send questions or problems to
John, W8LRJ ASAP but BEFORE the next meeting.

BARC Fundraising Opportunities
Kroger’s Rewards Program Please use your Kroger Card when
shopping at Kroger’s and support BARC. If you haven't signed up
and need help, bring your Kroger Card to the next BARC
meeting, and we’ll help you get registered (contact the Treasurer).
AmazonSmile Rewards Program BARC is registered in therewards program:AmazonSmile. Charitable and non-profit organizations receive 0.5% of total purchase price (small but it adds up
over time). A web page of basic Q&A info on the AmazonSmile
program is available at: https://smile.amazon.com/charity/
smile/about. When you sign up for AmazonSmile, simply select
Bellbrook Amateur Radio Club as your preferred charity when
prompted. AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for
BARC members (and family and friends) to support BARC, at no
cost to you, every time you shop at Amazon. Just log in to Amazon like you usually do and you’ll be asked if you want to use
AmazonSmile. Just click YES and you’re ready to shop. When
you shop at smile.amazon.com, you’ll find the exact same low
prices, vast selection & convenient shopping experience as Amazon.com, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to BARC. So, be sure to register for
BARC in AmazonSmile the next time you shop at Amazon and
then select the AmazonSmile option.

ARRL Discounted Membership Offer One of the benefits
of club membership is the opportunity to become an ARRL
member at a discounted price. BARC is an ARRL affiliated club
and receives a commission for new first-time ARRL memberships transacted through the club. BARC passes on this commission (discount) as a club membership benefit to promote ARRL
membership. BARC members currently receive a $15 discount
on a NEW first year ARRL membership cost when placed
through the Club. Please contact BARC Treasurer for details
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